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The anti DiD is located outside the solenoid.
Concerning the correction coils, it seemed practically simpler and less space consuming
to incorporate them into the main winding, by adding extra currents in appropriate locations
of the winding.
The cross section of the ILD detector magnet is shown on Figure 4.6-31. Its main geometrical and electrical parameters are given in Table 4.6-8.

ILD Solenoid Design - LoI

• 5 modules:

FIGURE 4.6-31. Cross section of the ILD magnet.

• 3 solenoid coils modules
• 2

The coil is divided into five modules, electrically and mechanically connected: there are
solenoid
coil
three centralcorrection
modules, 1.65 m
long modules
each, and two external modules, 1.2 m long each. All
modules consist of a four-layer winding.
The nominal main current, 18.2 kA for a central field of 4.0 T, runs through all the turns
of the solenoid. An extra correction current of about 15.8 kA is added in the turns of the
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- the iron yoke, consisting of the barrel yoke (made of 3 rings) and the two end-cap
yokes, of dodecagonal shape. The yokes are laminated to house muon detectors.
A schematic
cross section
of the magnet system is given in Fig. 1. The main
ILD Magnet
Design
DBD
geometrical parameters of the ILD magnet are summarized in Table 1.

• 3 modules of 4 layers, no correction coils (LC-DET-2012-081)
Figure 1: Schematic view of the ILD magnet cross section (to simplify the picture, only one half
• complicated
to build, abandoned
after discussions with tracking group
of the magnet section is shown).

• LC-DET-2011-002
Table1: ILD magnet
main
parameters
• reasoning: field inhomogeneities
by DID
are
larger than by removing correction coils

Cryostat inner radius (mm)
3440
• relyCryostat
on good
outerfield
radiusmapping
(mm)
4400
Cryostat
length
(mm)
• 3.5 T nominal
field,
designed
for 4 T 7810
Cold mass weight (t)
170

Barrel yoke outer radius (mm)
Yoke overall length (mm)
Barrel weight (t)
End cap weight (t)

7755
13240
6900
6500
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Fieldmap Comparison CST/ANSYS
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ANSYS: R. Simoniello, B. Cure
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Anti-DID
• Detector Integrated Dipole
• Aligns integral magnetic field
along outgoing beam (crossing
angle)
• Mainly to reduce backgrounds
on BeamCal
• Dipole windings around main
solenoid

Figure 13: 3D view of the anti-DID (version 1).

Figure 13: 3D view of the anti-DID (version 1).

• this version is in the
DBD:

Figure 14: Dipolar field Bx = f(z) generated by the anti-DID9(version
(Numbers on the vertical axis for Bx given are in T, labels on the horizonta

Anti-DID

extracted from Mokka in June 2012 [A17]. The field crosses zero at z = 5 m, as
[A5]. A slight “undershoot” beyond z = 5 m seems to be a new feature, although th
not be significant due to the low field strength.
A comparison of the two configurations, considering background hits in the ILD
detector layers, was made and is given in [A19]. Clearly, the configuration field
favoured and was therefore used for the studies in the DBD of ILD.

• Field versions used in full detector
simulations are significantly
diﬀerent
• typically hand-tuned to
minimise background levels on
BeamCal
• maximum field at ~3m from IP
• nearly flat-top zone at IP

explained the origin of the anti-DID field used in [A12]: The original design of B. Parker
(cf. Figure A2) was used and adapted to ILD by O. Delferrière, see [A15]. Since the field
in [A15] seemed a bit too strong for the 14 mrad crossing angle of ILC, R. Versteegen
scaled the amplitudes of the anti-DID field – in order to have the field lines aligned to the
beam extraction line up to the first quadrupole. The field obtained in this way is the one
shown in the thesis [A12].
In a presentation to the ILD workshop 2012 at Kyushu University, Japan, A. Miyamoto
presented background studies for ILD [A16]. He introduced the two possible field
configurations (labelled “sub_detector” in Mokka), i.e. fieldX02 and fieldX03. According
to information provided by A. Sailer [A17], fieldX02 corresponds to the magnetic fields
as used for the LCD background studies (i.e. as in A. Vogel’s thesis [A9], with fieldvalue
set to 1.0) – the field as implemented in Mokka in June 2012 is shown in Figure A4. On
the other hand (again according to A. Sailer [A17]), fieldX03 uses a 2D solenoid field
map and the same anti-DID field shape as fieldX02, but with fieldvalue set to 1.1.

Figure A5: Anti-DID field strength for ILD, as used for DBD studies, for the tw
• Designs have been used in studies
MOKKA field configurations fieldX02 and fieldX03 as used in background studie
the ILD DBD (plot courtesy of E. Avetysian, 21 March 2013)
of beam induced backgrounds:

In summary, for the conceptual design of the ILD magnet system described in the
a specification for the anti-DID was needed in summer 2012. Looking at all the o
discussed over the years, it was decided at that time to use an anti-DID field shap
magnitude as the one in A. Vogel’s thesis [A9] – identical to the one in Mokka i
2012 (Fig. A4) - for the ILD magnet system design (described in this LC note). D
the course of the detailed design studies including full 3D magnet calculations, ho
it turned outFigure
that it
is difficult to produce a field exactly of the shape as given in Fi
A4: Anti-DID field strength Bx as used for ILD simulations. Values shown are as
Further iterations
between
the magnet
designers
thebyphysics/background
simu
implemented
in Mokka
in June 2012
(informationand
provided
A. Sailer [A17]).
will be needed to conclude on a technically feasible and background-wise
10 acce
anti-DID field shape.

-

Realistic Anti-DID

In the first step, only the anti-DID is taken into account. To get the requested antiDID field shape, the design is more complicated than for Version 1: each dipole
consists of two parts, with different current in each part, and much higher currents
than needed for Version 1. The magnetic field obtained for the anti-DID alone
(without solenoid and yoke) is shown in Fig 16.

.

• Requirement: maximum field at
3m from IP and zero field up to
0.5m from IP (as in simulations)
• Technically extremely
complicated
• dipoles need to be split in two
parts
• much higher currents
• Realistic field with yoke and
solenoid is far from perfect
• Need round of optimisation
between simulation group and
magnet experts on how the DID
should look like

-

.

In the second step, the complete magnetic configuration is taken into accou
main solenoid at nominal field, yoke, and anti-DID, with the same currents as f
Top:magnetic
Anti-DID
alone;
the anti-DID
alone.
The
horizontal
field
component
Figure 16: Horizontal magnetic field Bx = f(z) of the anti-DID
aloneobtained
(Version in
2).show
Anti-DID,
Yoke
in Fig
17. on the bottom:
in T, labels onwithin
the horizontal
axis for z
(Numbers
vertical axis for
Bx given areSolenoid
are in mm).
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• FYI: SiD considers to abandon
DID as „it cannot be built“
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Magnetic Stray Fields
• In IR Interface Document (ILC-Note-2009-050):
• limit of 50G in garage position of the non-operational detector
• garage positions: 15 m from detector axis of operational detector
• restrictions for areas closer to the operational magnet are not
defined by MDI, but by each collaboration
• typical human safety limit: 2 kG
• Discussed at SiD workshop in January:
• how large are stray fields at the crane beams above the detectors?
• any other sensitive areas in the halls?
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ILD Magnetic Field
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ILD Stray Fields
• Scale (red) limited to 100 G
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ILD Field - outside
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ILD and SiD
• ILD on, SiD oﬀ
• crane beam and steel platform added
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ILD and SiD
• ILD oﬀ, SiD on
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ILD and SiD
• ILD on, SiD on
• stray fields in crane beam and platforms exceed 100G
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ILD and SiD
• ILD on, SiD on
• opposite polarities for the solenoids
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ILD and SiD
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Thinner ILD Yoke
• remove ~60cm of iron in barrel
• save money, stray field similar as SiD
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Thinner ILD Yoke
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Thinner ILD Yoke
• 90G at 15m, 50G at ~19m
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ILD Field with Thin Yoke
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ILD Field - DBD
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SiD Yoke Studies
Internal and Fringe B field

• SiD has started to look into modified yoke design with reduced stray
fields:

50 gauss at R = 16 m

50 gauss at R = 9 m
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Conclusion
• Magnetic field in ILD has changed significantly between LoI and DBD
• careful: old field maps partially still used in simulations
• new field map on EDMS: D*1096215,A,1,3
• Anti-DID is technically very diﬃcult and needs careful optimisation
• work for software and magnet group
• tuning of Anti-DID vs technically achievable design
• Stray fields for ILD are low with existing thick barrel yoke
• Reducing barrel yoke by ~60cm increases stray fields to similar levels as SiD: 100G
at 15m
• saves iron, i.e. money
• reduces ILD net height and reduces diﬀerences in platform heights for SiD and
ILD
• increases stray fields in the hall significantly, consequences for hall infrastructure
and detector ancillaries (electronics etc.) not clear yet
• maybe could look into modifications of barrel-endcap connection as SiD has just
started to do
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